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STEP-BY-STEP MANUAL
Welcome to the National Bank Note Census (NBNC) site guide.
This instructional guide is meant to be a preview for those thinking
about joining and a step-by-step manual for those who are members.
This guide will cover the different areas of the site (located in the
menu) beginning with census search. Features, About Us, Stolen,
Report Note, and parts of Forum are open to the general public.

CENSUS SEARCH FILTERS

Every individual field in the search filters can be used to run a search.
Charter #

single or multiple (separated by commas)

Banks/Town

any, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4+

Denomination

single or multiple

Type

single or multiple

Large/Small

either or both

Title

text keyword search

City

single or multiple

County

single or multiple

State

single or multiple

Territory

checkbox

Bank Serial

alphanumeric entry

Bank Serial #1

checkbox

Large Count

enter range (1-1 returns unique)

Small Count

enter range (1-1 returns unique)

Sheet

checkbox

Image

checkbox (only returns notes with images entered)

Auction

checkbox (only returns notes with auction records)

CCFT

contemporary counterfeit

TPG Graded

checkbox (only returns notes with third-party grades)

Reported Date

enter range for newly reported

Institutional Notes

Checkboxes–Exclude (hides institutional notes), Only (institutional notes only)

More complex and detailed results can be obtained
by combining different fields.
SEARCH: $5 1882BB Iowa

SEARCH: $20 Territorial notes with images

Click the camera icon for image of the note

SEARCH: California NBN with 3 or fewer reported for the bank

CHARTER SEARCH FILTERS

SEARCH: All Banks/Titles in Idaho

Click population number next to each bank title to
see the title-specific population

Click Large Notes for a direct link to the large size
census population for the bank

Click the camera icon for an image of the note

Number of Banks in a City/Town

Click number in banks/town column for a list of all the
banks/title from the same town

CHARTER HOME PAGE
Accessible from any search output (Census, Charter,
or Auction)

Click on the note’s charter number in any of the outputs
(Census, Charter, Auction)
POPULATION GRID

ISSUANCE DATA

BANK HISTORY

MEDIA (in development)
This will be a place for vintage photos, real photo post
cards, images of bankers, newspaper bank ads, and other
national bank related ephemera.

AUCTION SEARCH FILTERS

Single note auction quick view
From the Census search results

Click on Auctions

DETAILED AUCTION SEARCH
SEARCH: $20 1882BB New York (sorted by date)

SEARCH: 1902 Date Back from Illinois (sorted by date)

SEARCH: 1902 Date Back from Illinois (sorted by grade)

SEARCH: Unique Territorials

STOLEN

REPORT NOTE

When entering serial numbers, be sure to complete the
both treasury and bank serial fields, and to include the
plate letter.
We strongly encourage attaching images with your submission

If you have any questions
about NBNCensus.com please
do not hesitate to contact us.
Andrew@NBNCensus.com

